Semantic Shape Context for the Registration of Multiple Partial 3D Views
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Estimating rigid transformations that align corresponding points of partial
3D views is a critical issue for various tasks in computer vision (e.g., object recognition, object tracking and 3D model reconstruction). The ICP
algorithm [2] is the gold standard for pairwise view alignment, but it requires a sufficient overlap among the views and a coarse pre-registration
to avoid getting stuck in a local minimum. In particular, according to
the taxonomy proposed in [5], when an initial estimate is unknown and
more than two views are involved, the problem is called multiview surface matching. Three main sub-problems need to be solved [5]: (i) determining which views overlap, (ii) determining the relative pose between
each pair of overlapping views, and (iii) determining the absolute pose
of the views. Many works address these issues. Focusing on (i) and (ii),
two main rough categories of methods have been introduced: local methods [6, 8], which are based on point-to-point correspondences, estimated
based on a point signature describing local surface properties, and global
methods which estimate directly the matching of the whole views by comparing global surface characteristics. Combining local and global information is a promising approach, but only few methods use this strategy,
to the best of our knowledge (see [7], for an extensive overview of 3D
shape matching methods). An interesting and effective approach has been
proposed in [4], which is an extension of the so called shape context [1]
to the 3D domain.
In this paper, we improve the basic idea of the shape context by combining local descriptors with the Bag-of Words (BoW) paradigm. We
focus on the problem of multiview surface matching by addressing the
early two above-described sub-problems. The proposed point description
and matching approach is based on the following steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Figure 1: Context definition for a given point (colored in blue). Three
sub-regions are identified by three shells. The BoW representation is
computed for each shell. The set of three BoWs forms the SSC.

The main idea of this approach consists in the fact that the proposed context encodes not only the spatial relationship between points, but also their
‘class’ w.r.t. each local descriptor (i.e., points associated to the same cluster belong to the same class). We thus call this new representation Semantic Shape Context (SSC), where here the semantic is inferred by the point
classification. It is worth noting that the choice of local point descriptors
is not the focus of this work, since in principle any set of local descripLocal points description. Several local point descriptors are com- tors can be used and cast in the proposed context. The effectiveness of
puted in order to capture the local shape variation in the point the SSC is shown by proposing a multiview surface matching framework
neighborhood [6]. We focus on the following geometric measures which implements a fully automatic model registration pipeline.
to compute the descriptors for each feature point:
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